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Quick Quotes
Kentucky Senator Praises Trump for His Anti-war Stance
“President Trump is the first president in a generation to seek to end war, rather than start one. James
Madison once wrote, ‘No nation can preserve its freedom in the midst of continuous warfare.’ I’m proud
to finally see a president who agrees with that.”

Speaking at the Republican National Convention, Kentucky Senator Rand Paul made reference to
something President Trump did not do and lauded him for his unwillingness to do what numerous
previous presidents had done.

Dropped Charges Reinstituted Against Actor Who Faked Being
Attacked
“[The newly appointed special prosecutor who reinvestigated the case found] substantial abuses of
discretion and operational failures in the handling of the investigation into the conduct of actor Jussie
Smollett.”

TV star Jussie Smollett hired two men to fake a racial hate crime aimed at him and then lied to the
police about the made-up incident. The Cook County (Chicago) attorney’s office investigated after the
sitting state’s attorney dropped the charges against the actor. According to reporter Julia Jacobs,
Smollett will now face criminal charges for his conduct. 

Former NFL Star Corrects False Image of President Trump
“Most of you know me as a football player. I’m also a father, a man of faith, and a very good judge of
character. I have known Donald Trump for 37 years. And I don’t mean we just casually ran into each
other from time to time. I’m talking about a deep personal friendship. It hurts my soul to hear the
terrible names people call Donald. The worst one is ‘racist.’ Growing up in the deep south, I have seen
racism up close. I know what it is. And it isn’t Donald Trump.”

A speaker at the Republican National Convention, Herschel Walker scored the equivalent of many
touchdowns for his friend of many years. The two became close when Donald Trump owned the New
Jersey Generals, a team in the ill-fated United States Football League.

He Fled Cuba and Now Sees Democrats Following the
Communist Pattern Here
“I heard the promises of Fidel Castro. And I can never forget all those who grew up around me, who
looked like me, who could have been me, but who suffered and starved and died because they believed
those empty promises of spread the wealth, free education, free healthcare, defund the police, trust a
socialistic state. When Castro was asked if he was a communist, he said he was a Roman Catholic. He
knew he had to hide the truth.”

A longtime resident of Miami, Florida, Cuban-American Maximo Alvarez is a very outspoken champion
of President Trump. He worries about the claims of Democrats and the unrest in Portland and other
American cities because they remind him of what he heard from the communists who seized Cuba 60
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years ago.

Nancy Pelosi Calls for Canceling Biden-Trump Debates
“I don’t think that there should be any debates. I do not think that the president of the United States
has comported himself in a way that has any association with truth, evidence, data, and facts. I wouldn’t
legitimize a conversation with him, nor a debate.”

Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi has good reason to fear that Joe Biden would fare poorly in any
debate with the president, though of course she and other Democrats who have similar concerns would
not want to frame it this way. 
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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